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• Founded in 1964 as a key
manufacturing plant and primary parts
supplier for Honda
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KYMCO –
SINCE 1964

3-year warranty

• Produced the first KYMCO-branded
models for global export in 1992
• Manufactures more than 200 models
including scooters, motorcycles, ATV
and UTVs, electric scooters, mobility
scooters and e-bikes
• One of the world’s largest scooter
manufacturers

KYMCO AUSTRALIA
• Introduced to Australia in 1999

• 2 Side-by-Side models

• More than 35,000 vehicles sold

• 3-year factory warranty

• 16 scooter models
• 6 ATV models

(12-month commercial use)
• 67 dealers nationwide

• Sells more than 664,000 vehicles
per year across 111 countries

KYMCO scooters are supported by a
two-year factory warranty from the date
of purchase plus an additional 12-month
factory warranty if your scooter is
exclusively serviced at an authorised
KYMCO dealer and retain an accurate
service history.
* KYMCO scooters used for commercial
purposes are supported by a 12-month
warranty.
Each KYMCO scooter comes with
an owner’s manual and warranty booklet
as supplied by your KYMCO dealer.

• More than 3600 dealers
in Taiwan alone
• Three manufacturing plants, an
R&D facility, logistics centre and a
185,000sqm test track in Taiwan

MAXI SCOOTER RANGE
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Downtown 350i TCS

• Assembly plants in Argentina, Brazil,
Columbia, Egypt, Malaysia, China &
Taiwan
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• More than 3000 employees worldwide
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• Produces several models for
other world-renowned powersport
brands including Arctic Cat, BMW
and Kawasaki

KYMCO.COM.AU

GONE IN 60 SECONDS

For additional information or to find your
nearest KYMCO dealer please vist the
KYMCO Australia website.

Did you know a KYMCO vehicle is sold every 60 seconds?
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COMING IN 2021
IN A NUTSHELL

Noodoe is an interactive dashboard that connects your
smart phone to your scooter via an App. Noodoe provides
navigation aids, phone notifications, custome dashboard
displays and it even has its own social network.

LIFE & MOBILITY INTEGRATED SEAMLESSLY

The world’s first
compact scooter to
feature an independent
swingarm for unrivaled
sport riding capability.

SET TO
SPARK
Most electric bikes do
not excite. KYMCO
will change people’s
perceptions of
electric motorcycles.

NOODOE NAVIGATION
At-a-glance directions
Information is presented in a simple and clear manner,
with critical information fixed in optimal areas.
Street-countdown indications – not distance to turn
Simply count down the number of streets remaining
before a turn – no need to repeatedly look down.
This allows you to stay focussed on the road as you
approach your next turn.
Pre-ride destination entry
Set your destination from your phone before leaving
home and have it automatically transfer to your
KYMCO scooter.
Personalised journey navigation
Enter up to 5 multiple destinations from your phone
at once. All 5 destinations automatically transfer to
your KYMCO scooter to create the corresponding
navigation journey. Easy.

The KYMCO F9,
DT X360 and KRV
all come with
innovations that stir
senses, intensify
emotions and
excite riders

KRV

NOODOE
JOURNEY

NEVER
BORING

SCOOTER
+ PHONE

THE FUTURE IS
ELECTRIFYING

Journeys become journals
Record your journeys and upload
them with photos, videos and a
description to the Noodoe app,
then share your riding experiences
with the world. Find a fascinating
post? Add it to your next trip at let
Noodoe get you there. Noodoe
Journey retraces your path and
celebrates your moments with your
KYMCO scooter.

Bring on the red lights
Noodoe makes every moment a
more engaging experience - even
when you’re waiting at a red light.
Stop Mode allows you to check
your phone notifications; alerts
you of missed calls; lets you glance
through messages and social
updates; and brings you breaking
news and other notifications in real
time. Never miss a moment.

Connect and share
Switch from checking the weather
to viewing the compass while on
the move, or scroll through your
notifications when stationary.
Find your scooter when it’s
parked in a crowded lot.

Our mission is to create not just clever
personal mobility, but emotional mobility
- to win the head and hearts of riders.
The KYMCO Ionex marks the beginning
of the new era of e-scooters with design,
innovation and an open-energy platform.

KEEP CALM & CARRY ON
Plug in your scooter for charging, you must wait. Remove the battery
for charging, you cannot go anywhere. Not anymore. In challenging
the e-scooter status quo, KYMCO has revolutionised it. Why not have
quick-swap batteries available on street corners? Why not engineer an
e-scooter that can allow you to keep calm and carry on even when the
battery is removed? With KYMCO, there’s no stopping you.

CV3
A leaning multi-wheel
scooter for superior
stability whatever
the surface.

- Allen Ko
KYMCO Group chairman

DT X360
An adventure maxicrossover that conquers
city gridlock, open roads
and even the rough stuff,
thanks to adventureoriented tyres.

F9
A cool, urban electric
scooter equipped
with a 9.4kW motor
for enthusiastic
street riding.
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AGILITY RS 125
125cc

125cc

125cc

125cc

6.9kW

6.9kW

6.6kW

VALVES

2

2

2

4

EFI

-

-

-

106kg

116kg

106kg

SEAT HEIGHT

KYMCO vehicles are supported by a two-year factory warranty from the date of
purchase plus an additional 12-month factory warranty if your vehicle is exclusively
serviced at an authorised KYMCO dealer and retain an accurate service history.

* KYMCO vehicles used for commercial purposes are supported by a 12-month warranty.

GENUINE PARTS & ACCESSORIES

The benefits of genuine KYMCO parts and accessories speak for themselves - they’re
designed, developed and manufactured alongside the vehicles for a perfect fit and finish. For
more information on genuine parts and accessories, contact your local KYMCO dealer.

AGILITY CITY
16+ 125i

6.9kW

P

131kg

5L

7L

5L

7L

785mm

780mm

785mm

815mm
100/80-16

FRONT WHEEL

120/70-12

120/70-12

120/70-12

REAR WHEEL

130/70-12

130/70-12

130/70-12

120/80-14

FRONT BRAKE

180mm disc

220mm disc

180mm disc

260mm disc

REAR BRAKE

110mm drum

180mm disc

110mm drum

240mm disc

-

-

-

P

P
P

P

P
P

-

-

-

-

-

-

P
P

-

P

CBS
REAR CARRIER
TOP BOX
PHONE HOLDER
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3-YEAR WARRANTY*

AGILITY
CARRY 125

POWER

FUEL CAPACITY

KYMCO vehicles and accessories are sold exclusively through KYMCO’s
national dealer network. For professional service, expert advice and great
deals on KYMCO products, visit your local dealer. To locate your nearest
dealer, visit www.KYMCO.com.au

LIKE 125

ENGINE CAPACITY

WEIGHT

TO

67 DEALERS

FOUR KYMCO MODELS ALL DESIGNED TO DELIVER

USB INPUT
12V PORT

KICKSTARTER
WARRANTY*

-

P
P
-

P

12 months/3 years

12 months/3 years

-

* KYMCO vehicles used for commercial purposes are supported
by a 12-month warranty.

P

12 months/3 years

P

-

12 months/3 years

LAMS
APPROVED

3 YEAR
WARRANTY
LOW RUNNING COSTS

DELIVERING THE GOODS

SCOOTER TO SUIT YOU

Talk about cost of ownership. Whether it’s fuel use, servicing or spare
parts, KYMCO scooters are highly cost efficient to run. As the old
expression goes, they’ll run off the smell of an oily rag.

Each of KYMCO’s four delivery scooter models has been designed,
built and equipped as a handy, hard-working and dependable
workhorse. Whether it’s a rear rack ready for customised
compatibility, spacious storage solutions, auxiliary inputs to keep
devices charged or even the surety of a kickstart backup, KYMCO
delivery scooters are ready for duty.

KYMCO has you covered with not one but four models specifically
designed to deliver. Choose from the Agility RS 125, the load-lugging
Agility Carry 125, Agility 16+ or the retro-inspired Like 125.
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LIKE 50

E
LIK

KYMCO LIKE NOW
AVAILABE IN A 50

ENGINE CAPACITY 49cc
POWER 2.4 KW @ 7500 rpm

Classic styling, chrome highlights and plenty of features,
the KYMCO Like 50 is the modern classic scooter to keep
you on style and on time. Easy to ride with a simple twist
and go CVT automatic transmission while the 50cc fourstroke gets you around in no time.12 inch wheels, front disc
brake and rear drum brake deliver a safe and confident
ride while a flat floor and wide front fairing ensure the rider
remains comfortable. Fold out pillion pegs make carrying
a passenger easy while lockable under seat storage, glove
box compartment and luggage hook ensure you’ll have
room for your shopping and personal items.

DRY WEIGHT 112 kg
FRONT TYRE 110 / 70 - R12
REAR TYRE 130 / 70 - R12
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 220 mm
REAR BRAKE Mechanical drum, 110 mm
FUEL CAPACITY 6.5L

50

COLOURS Pearl White or Bright Red
WARRANTY 3 year factory program
TOP BOX

Classic look, modern scooter

COLOURS

Simple twist and go CVT
automatic transmission
KYMCO quality, reliability
and durability
Low cost of ownership

PEARL
WHITE
BRIGHT
RED

Colour matched top box is
included as a standard feature
Easy to ride, good looking and
loaded with everything you need

MODERN RETRO

EASY TO RIDE

ECO FUN

Timeless classic look with practical modern componentry to
handle the everyday commute.

Light, nimble and simple twist and go automatic CVT
transmission makes commuting a breeze.

A cost effective A to B transportation with a modern classic
look that wont break the bank. Featuring KYMCO reliability,
minimal running costs, 3 Year Warranty and all for a great
price.
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LIKE 125
THE URBAN SCOOTER
TO KEEP YOU ON STYLE
AND ON TIME

ENGINE CAPACITY 125cc

E
LIK

POWER 6.9 KW @ 7500 rpm
DRY WEIGHT 116 kg

KYMCO Like 125 is the urban scooter to keep you on style
and on time. A twist and go CVT automatic transmission
makes riding easy while the 125cc four-stroke provides
useable power. Adjustable twin rear shocks, stable forks,
12 inch wheels and disc brakes deliver a safe and confident
ride while a flat floor and wide front fairing ensure the rider
remains comfortable. Fold out pillion pegs make carrying
a passenger easy while lockable under seat storage, glove
box compartment and luggage hook ensure you’ll have
room for your shopping and personal items. Classic styling
and a choice of bright colours ensures KYMCO Like 125 will
match your inner city style.

FRONT TYRE 120 / 70 – R12
REAR TYRE 130 / 70 – R12
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 220 mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 180 mm
FUEL CAPACITY 7L
COLOURS Black, Bright Red, Pearl White

BLACK

PEARL
WHITE

5
12

COLOURS

WARRANTY 3 year factory program
TOP BOX

Classic look, modern scooter
Simple twist and go CVT
automatic transmission
Front and rear hydraulic
disc brakes
Adjustable twin rear shocks for
added comfort when two up
Colour matched top box is
included as a standard feature
Loads of practical storage

BRIGHT
RED

MODERN RETRO

EASY TO RIDE

EVERYDAY STORAGE

Timeless classic look with practical modern componentry
to handle the everyday commute. Select from 3 popular
colours Bright Red, Pearl White or Black.

Powered by a fun 125cc that makes the Like 125 light and
nimble to get around town. Simple twist and go automatic
CVT transmission and hydraulic disc brakes both front and
rear for greater confidence on the road.

Large underseat storage, integrated glove box
compartment with 12 Volt charging facilities when on the
go and a colour matched rear cargo box is included as a
standard feature.
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LIKE 200i

E
LIK
BLACK
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COLOURS

THE SCOOTER TO
MATCH YOUR INNER
CITY STYLE

ENGINE CAPACITY 163cc
POWER 8.5 KW @ 7250 rpm
DRY WEIGHT 120 kg

With classic styling accentuated by chrome highlights, a
choice of bright colours and loaded with features, KYMCO
Like 200i will match your inner city style. The fuel injected
163cc engine is mapped to deliver an even spread of
useable power while the CVT automatic transmission makes
riding easy. Adjustable twin rear shocks, stable forks, 12
inch wheels and disc brakes deliver a safe and confident
ride while a flat floor and wide front fairing ensure the rider
remains comfortable. Lockable under seat storage, glove
box compartment, luggage hook and top box will ensure
you’ll have room for your shopping and personal items
while fold out pillion pegs make carrying a passenger easy.
With a classic design, nimble handling and an efficient
engine, KYMCO Like 200i will keep you on style.

FRONT TYRE 120 / 70 – R12
REAR TYRE 130 / 70 – R12
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 220 mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 180 mm
FUEL CAPACITY 7L
COLOURS Black, Bright Red, Pearl White
WARRANTY 3 year factory program
TOP BOX

One of KYMCO’s most popular
models
Spec’d with a larger 163cc EFI
engine for greater power
Simple twist and go CVT
automatic transmission

PEARL
WHITE
BRIGHT
RED

Front and rear hydraulic
disc brakes
Adjustable twin rear shocks for
added comfort when two up
Colour matched top box is
included as a standard feature

MODERN CLASSIC

EXTRA POWER

EVERYDAY FUN

Loads of practical storage up
front and under the seat

Timeless classic look with practical modern componentry
to handle the your everyday needs. Chrome highlights, 3
colour choices and a 3 year factory warranty.

Powered by a larger 163cc EFI 4-stroke engine to give
you added felxibility to tackle longer trips or simply get
around town quicker. Simple twist and go automatic CVT
transmission makes for easy everyday riding.

Not only does the Like 200i look good, it has loads of
practical everyday features including luggage hook,
underseat storage, generous glovebox compartment and a
rear cargo box.
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LIKE 150 R ABS
ENJOY THE ENVY OF
THE CITY

ENGINE CAPACITY 150cc
POWER 10 KW @ 8500 rpm

E
LIK

DRY WEIGHT 120 kg

Live to ride with the perfect integration of retro, elegance
and luxury, KYMCO Like 150 R is a stunning blend of the
classic styling meets modern technology.

FRONT TYRE 110 / 70 – R12
REAR TYRE 130 / 70 – R12

Not only does it look good, it out preforms its predecessor,
the Like 200. With more power, highly refined frame and
handling characteristics, lower center of gravity, lower total
vehicle weight, improved braking systems and meets Euro 4
emission standards.

FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 220 mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 200 mm
ABS BRAKES

All this packaged into one neat scooter, the Like 150 R is
sure to be the envy of the city.

FUEL CAPACITY 6.8L
NOODOE DASH

RED

R

SPACE
GREY

0
15

COLOURS

COLOURS Space Grey, Red, Pearl White
WARRANTY 3 year factory program
TOP BOX

A new version of the popular
modern retro scooter introducing the LIKE 150 R ABS
The scooter has receive a
number of enhancements
to minimise engine noise and
vibration to deliver a highly
refined scooter
Improved lower centre of gravity
for easier manoeuvrability
Smart Noodoe dashboard
technology

PEARL
WHITE

Front and rear hydraulic disc
brakes with Bosch ABS
Modern LED lights and retro
chrome styling highlights

4-VALVE, EURO 4
The Like 150 R has KYMCO’s completely new 150cc, 10KW
4-valve engine, making it the most powerful scooter in its
class. The new 150cc engine provides a smooth and linear
output throughout its power band.

WELL BALANCED &
QUIET
Improved ride and balance over its predecessor. Further
refinement has been made to the new engine to reduced

NOODOE
Scootering will never be the same with KYMCO’s Noodoe
interactive smart dashboard technology. Noodoe provides
the rider with navigation aids, smart phone connectivity,
customisable dashboard displays and more!
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SUPER 8 50 (2T)
AN EFFICIENT AND FUN
WAY TO CUT THROUGH
THE CITY

ENGINE CAPACITY 49cc

R
PE
SU

POWER 2.9 KW @ 6500 rpm
DRY WEIGHT 107 kg

With aggressive sports styling and a zippy 49cc two-stroke
engine, KYMCO Super 8 50 is an efficient and fun way
to cut through the city. The twist and go CVT automatic
transmission makes riding simple while the low emission
two-stroke engine delivers a fun an zippy power band.
Larger 14 inch wheels and compliant suspension provide a
stable ride while a disc front and rear drum brake support
sure stopping. Lockable under seat storage, rear rack and
fold down pillion pegs ensure you’ll have room for both
your shopping and a pillion rider. With great styling and
easy to ride features, KYMCO Super 8 50 2T is the perfect
scooter for your busy lifestyle.

FRONT TYRE 100 / 80 – R14
REAR TYRE 120 / 80 – R14
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 240 mm
REAR BRAKE Mechanical drum, 130 mm
FUEL CAPACITY 6L
COLOURS Pearl White
WARRANTY 3 year factory program

8
50
COLOURS

PEARL
WHITE

Sports look with zippy 50cc
two-stroke power
Simple twist and go CVT
automatic transmission
KYMCO quality, reliability
and durability
Low cost of ownership
Easy to ride, loaded with
everything you need and at an
affordable price
A traditional two-stroke option
in the popular 50cc class

ZIPPY TWO-STROKE

EASY TO RIDE

FUN FEATURES

Zippy two-stoke power, sports styling and low cost
maintenance makes the Super 8 50 a standout in the
KYMCO scooter 50cc range.

Light, nimble and simple twist and go automatic CVT
transmission makes every trip a breeze.

The Super 8 50 has all the necessary features to have fun
on the road including a large seat with plenty of room for
a passenger, plenty of under seat storage, rear carrier rack
and easy to use centre stand for parking.
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AGILITY 50 (4T)
NIMBLE, PRACTICAL
AND FUN

ENGINE CAPACITY 49cc

TY
ILI
AG

POWER 2.6 KW @ 7500 rpm

Easy to ride and loaded with great features, KYMCO
Agility 50 is nimble, practical and fun. The quiet and
efficient 49cc four-stroke engine delivers smooth power
while the twist and go CVT automatic transmission
makes riding easy. A disc front and rear drum brake will
bring you to a reliable stop while the lockable under
seat storage, rear rack and luggage hook will ensure
you have plenty of storage space. Nimble, practical
and fun, KYMCO Agility 50 4T is the choice for those
seeking economical transport.

DRY WEIGHT 92.5 kg
FRONT TYRE 120 / 70 – R12
REAR TYRE 130 / 70 – R12
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 180 mm
REAR BRAKE Mechanical drum, 110 mm
FUEL CAPACITY 5L
COLOURS Black, Bright Silver, Ruby Red
WARRANTY 3 year factory program

COLOURS

BRIGHT
SILVER
RUBY
RED

50

BLACK

A great choice for economical
everyday transport
Simple twist and go CVT
automatic transmission
KYMCO quality, reliability
and durability
Low cost of ownership
Easy to ride, loaded with
everything you need and at
an affordable price

ECONOMICAL

EASY TO RIDE

FUN FEATURES

For the rider who wants cost effective A to B transportation
it is hard to go past the Agility 50. Bulletproof KYMCO
reliability, low running costs, affordable price and supported
by a 3 Year KYMCO Warranty.

Light, nimble and simple twist and go automatic CVT
transmission makes life easy. Simply get on and go.

The Agility 50 has all the necessary features to have fun on
the road including plenty of storage, rear carrier rack and
easy to use centre stand for parking.
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AGILITY RS125

TY
ILI
AG
PEARL
WHITE
BLACK
GREEN

5
12
RS

COLOURS

THE ALL IN ONE URBAN
SCOOTER

ENGINE CAPACITY 125cc
POWER 6.9 KW @ 7500 rpm

Perfectly balanced, well priced and now with delivery
friendly features, the KYMCO Agility RS 125 is your
urban all rounder. Powered by an efficient KYMCO
125cc 4-stroke engine with never say die attitude, easy
twist and go CVT automatic transmission, front disc
rear drum braking combo for reliable braking power
and low maintenance commuting. Now delivery ready
the Agility RS 125 features a smart phone holder, USB
charging port and a heavy-duty rear carrier rack all as
standard features.

DRY WEIGHT 92.5 kg
FRONT TYRE 120 / 70 – R12
REAR TYRE 130 / 70 – R12
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 180 mm
REAR BRAKE Mechanical drum, 110 mm
FUEL CAPACITY 5L
COLOURS Pearl White, Black/Green
WARRANTY 3 year factory program

Powered by an efficient KYMCO
125cc 4-stroke engine
Delivery Ready with phone
holder, usb charger and rear
carrier rack all included as
standard features
Low maintenance front disc and
rear drum brake combo
Be it for work or as a city run
about the Agility RS 125 does it
all with ease.

LOW MAINTENANCE

ALL IN ONE

DELIVERY READY

Keep the costs of ownership down with an Agility RS 125.
Powered by a modern fuel efficient 4-valve 125cc EFI engine
that will run off the smell of an oily rag and low servicing
costs will save you more over the life of ownership.

If you’re looking for a robust everyday run about or a
reliable mode of transport for your business, you simply
cannot go past the highly versatile Agility RS125.

Delivery Ready with phone holder, usb charger and rear
carrier rack all included as standard features makes this
scoot ready to go straight out of the box.
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AGILITY CARRY 125

TY
ILI
AG
ORANGE

BRIGHT
BLUE

BLACK

POWER 6.9 KW @ 7500 rpm

The Kymco Agility Carry is the perfect delivery scooter
for those who need an efficient, affordable and versatile
transport solution. Purposely built for delivery the
Agility Carry is fitted with two transport racks front and
rear, boasting superior load capacity of 30kg on the
rear and 15kg on the front. An optional 85-litre box is
available for the rear carrier. Under-seat storage is a
handy addition over the competition, providing further
storage options. Powered by a proven air-cooled, fourstroke, 125cc, single cylinder engine with a continuously
variable transmission that is economical to run with
low service costs. The Agility Carry has an impressive
blend of modern craftsmanship matched with practical
transport solutions, far superior to any rival
delivery scooter.

DRY WEIGHT 106 kg
FRONT TYRE 120 / 70 – R12
REAR TYRE 130 / 70 – R12
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 180 mm
REAR BRAKE Mechanical drum, 110 mm
FUEL CAPACITY 5L

5
12

WHITE

ENGINE CAPACITY 125cc

Y
RR
CA

COLOURS

EFFICIENT,
AFFORDABLE, AND
VERSATILE

COLOURS Orange, Bright Blue, White, Black
WARRANTY 3 year factory program
*Model shown with optional rear cargo box

A purpose built for delivery
Equipped with both front and
rear carrier racks as a standard
feature
Low running & service costs
KYMCO build quality and proven
reliability
Far superior to any rival delivery
scooter on the market
Optional rear cargo box is
available as an optional extra

PURPOSE BUILT

COST EFFICIENT

RELIABLE

KYMCO has developed the Agility Carry 125 for the sole
purpose to deliver. Equipped with front and rear carrier racks
the Agility Carry 125 is your efficient, affordable and versatile
transport solution for your business.

Minimise your outgoings with a low cost transport solution.
Simple cost effective maintenance schedule, low cost spare
parts and a nationwide dealer support network for first class
after sales service and repairs.

Powered by KYMCO’s reliable air-cooled 125cc 4-stroke
engine that won’t let you down. A simple and robust design
to help further minimise the cost of ownership over the life
of the scooter.
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AGILITY CITY 16+ 125i CBS

TY
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ENGINE CAPACITY 125cc

DRY WEIGHT 131 kg
FRONT TYRE 100 / 80 – R16

FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 260 mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 240 mm
COMBINED BRAKING
SYSTEM (CBS)

BRIGHT
RED

The Agility City 16+ 125i is the solution to your urban
commuting with greater performance, modern styling
and a superior KYMCO finish.

FUEL CAPACITY 7L

i
25
+1
16

BRIGHT
BLUE

The Agility City 16+ 125i is the latest model to be
added to KYMCO’s popular commuter range. This
model features a new 4-valve, EFI, Euro 4 Spec 125cc
engine, larger 16 inch front wheel, new combined
braking system (CBS) for greater safety, increased
under seat storage space and a new ergonomically
redesigned seat for added comfort.

REAR TYRE 120 / 80 – R14

TY
CI
COLOURS

SMART, MODERN &
ECO-FRIENDLY

POWER 6.6 kW @ 8500 rpm

COLOURS Bright Blue, Bright Red
WARRANTY 3 year factory program
TOP BOX

Modern Euro 4 Spec 125cc,
4-valve EFI engine
Combined breaking system (CBS)
with hydraulic front and rear
brakes for a more progressive,
safer and well balanced feel
Larger 16 inch front wheel for
greater stability
Ergonomically redesigned seat
for added comfort
Loads of under seat storage
space that is lockable
Colour matched top box is
included as a standard feature
12 volt charging outlet for
powering devices
Your solution to urban commuting
with great performance, modern
styling and a superior finish

4-VALVE, EURO 4

BIG WHEEL

STORAGE

Modern 125cc, 4-valve, EFI, four-stroke engine with a
higher technical specification over its predecessor. Euro 4
compliant engine runs cleaner and creates fewer emissions.

Larger 16 inch front wheel for greater stability and increased
rider confindece. Longer travel suspension for added comfort
on the road.

Plenty of storage to get you through your everyday tasks
including large lockable under seat storage and colour
matched top box is included as standard.
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AGILITY 16+ 200i ABS

TY
ILI
AG

DRY WEIGHT 122 kg
FRONT TYRE 100 / 80 – R16
REAR TYRE 120 / 80 – R14
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 260 mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 240 mm
ABS BRAKES
FUEL CAPACITY 7L
COLOURS Pearl White, Matte Metallic Silver

MATTE
METALLIC
SILVER

0i
20

PEARL
WHITE

KYMCO Agility 16+ 200i is the scooter that will keep
up with your lifestyle. Be it a trip to the beach, drop
by the local shopping strip or to simply duck out for
dinner across town, the Agility 16+ 200i is the scooter
for all occasions. Powered by a fuel injected 163cc
four-stroke engine with plenty of go to take you that
extra mile. While a confidence inspiring ride, practical
layout and plenty of features makes the KYMCO
Agility 16+ 200i your perfect match.

POWER 8.2 KW @ 7500 rpm

+
16
COLOURS

THE DO ALL 200

ENGINE CAPACITY 163cc

WARRANTY 3 year factory program
TOP BOX

Updated Euro 4 Spec 163cc
EFI engine
ABS brakes for added safety on
the road
Larger 16 inch front wheel for
greater stability
Ergonomically redesigned seat
for added comfort
Loads of under seat storage
space that is lockable
Colour matched top box is
included as a standard feature
12 volt charging outlet for
powering devices
The perfect balance of power,
features and value for money

16 INCH FRONT WHEEL

EURO 4 AND ABS

STORAGE

Larger 16 inch front wheel provides the rider with greater
confidence with better stability and more comfort with the
longer travel suspension.

Powered by a further refined and more efficient 163cc,
2-valve, Euro 4 Spec EFI engine. Plus the addition of ABS
brakes the Agility 16+ 200i now offers even greater value
than its predecessor.

Plenty of storage to get you through your everyday tasks
including large lockable under seat storage and colour
matched top box is included as standard.
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PEOPLE S 150 ABS
ENGINE CAPACITY 150cc

ELEGANT STYLE,
MODERN EXPRESSION

POWER 10 KW @ 8500 rpm
DRY WEIGHT 135 kg

LE
OP
PE
MATTE
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DEEP
BLUE

50
S1

COLOURS

FRONT TYRE 100 / 80 – R16

The People is one of KYMCO’s most iconic scooters,
first released in 1999 and became an instant success,
particularly in Europe as the ideal commuter.

REAR TYRE 120 / 80 – R14
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 260 mm

Sleek styling, practical features, added safety and
better performance give everyday confidence.
Designed to meet the demands of the business
professional, the People S 150 features a comfortable
up right riding position, low step through body
design, full wind protection and loads of storage.

REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 240 mm
ABS BRAKES
FUEL CAPACITY 6.2L
COLOURS Matte Silver, Deep Blue
WARRANTY 3 year factory program
TOP BOX

Get to work in style with
the People S 150
A new high rigidity frame
enhances the scooters handling
characteristics by making them
lighter and easier to manourvour
Further enhancemnets have
been made to the weight
distribution to improve
cruising stability
Larger 16 inch front wheel
increase rider confidence and
provides better stability
Windscreen, handguards and
rear top case are all included as
standard features
Front and rear hydraulic disc
brakes with Bosch ABS for
greater saftey
Modern LED lights, USB
charging and loads of
onboard storage

THE DAILY GRIND

BIG WHEEL & ABS

Enjoy the journey with these commuter friendly features large windscreen, handguards and rear top case all included
as standard features to make every trip an enjoyable one.

Large 16 inch front wheel for easier balance and handling
around congested streets. Bosch ABS braking system is a
great feature for added safety when on the road.

SHORT, SWEET &
POWERFUL
Shorter wheelbase increases agility to help negotiate traffic.
Plus with the power of the Euro 4 compliant 4-valve 150cc
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AGILITY 16+ 300i ABS
ENGINE CAPACITY 279cc

HAVE THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS

POWER 17.1 kW @ 8000 rpm
TORQUE 22.5 Nm @ 6500 rpm

TY
ILI
AG
DARK
BLUE

REAR WHEEL 140 / 70 – R14

This do all scooter features a 279cc EFI engine that delivers
smooth power and meets Euro 4 standards, equipped with
Bosch ABS brakes for added safety, bright LED lighting,
Noodoe smart dashboard technology, a large windscreen
and handle bar defectors for added protection at high
speed and heaps of under seat storage space to nip down
to the shops. The Agility 300i is one highly versatile scooter
that is the perfect stepping-stone for customers looking to
move into the KYMCO maxi range.

FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 300mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 240mm
ABS
FUEL CAPACITY 12.5L
NOODOE DASH
COLOURS Matte Silver, Dark Blue
WARRANTY 3 years/unlimited km

0i
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MATTE
SILVER

The Agility 300i is a highly versatile maxi scooter that is the
perfect size for navigating inner city streets and has the
flexibility to cruise comfortably on the freeway.

FRONT WHEEL 110 / 70 – R16

+
16

COLOURS

WET WEIGHT 177kg

Do it all with the Agility 16+ 300i
Euro 4 compliant EFI 279cc
engine delivers a smooth and
constant power output
Larger 16 inch front wheel for
greater stability and increased
rider confidence
Endless storage
Added comfort with a large seat
and backrest
Enhanced wind and weather
protection with large windscreen
and handlebar defectors
Smart Noodoe dashboard
technology including navigation
Bosch ABS

*Overseas model shown in different colour

Keyless Ignition Control

ADVANCED EFI

SUPERIOR STOPPING POWER

PROTECTION & COMFORT

Electronic fuel injection is mapped to deliver a versatile
power curve. At slow speed an even low-down power
output is perfect for busy city streets. Out on the freeway
the Agility 300i can comfortably sit at high speeds with
plenty of power in reserve.

Large single front 300mm disc and rear 240mm disc with
Bosch ABS to deliver consistent, progressive braking
performance in all conditions.

For added rider comfort when travelling longer distances
the Agility 300i comes with a large windscreen and
handlebar deflectors for added protection against the
wind and weather. A wide backrest and seat provide
additional comfort when in the saddle for longer trips.
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DOWNTOWN 350i TCS ABS
ENGINE CAPACITY 321cc
POWER 21.2kW (28.8hp) at 7250rpm
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COLOURS

MATTE
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MATTE
SILVER

A NEW HORIZON

TORQUE 30.8Nm at 5750rpm
WET WEIGHT 189kg

KYMCO’s second-generation Downtown 350i has arrived
featuring a more refined Euro 4-compliant engine and the
added surety of traction control for a sharper, smarter and
more sophisticated sport-touring scooter experience.

FRONT WHEEL 120 / 80 - R14
REAR WHEEL 150 / 70 - R13

It also debuts KYMCO’s rider-centric Noodoe Navigation
system as standard, which allows you to focus on the road,
putting safety first.

FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 260mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 240mm
ABS

With an unchanged RRP price, the LAMS-approved
Downtown 350i TCS ups the ante of its popular predecessor
with more safety and technology while blending comfort and
sporty handling under an increasingly dynamic guise.

TRACTION CONTROL
FUEL CAPACITY 12.5L
NOODOE DASH
COLOURS Matte Silver, Matte Grey
WARRANTY 3 years/unlimited km

Second-generation Downtown
350i sportstouring scooter
Now with the added surety of
traction control (TCS) as standard
Debuts KYMCO’s rider-centric
Noodoe Navigation as standard
Overhauled Euro-4 compliant
engine with refinements to
engine, cooling system and CVT
Enhanced cornering clearance
Same RRP with higher specs

STORAGE APLENTY

TRACTION CONTROL

A huge underseat storage, replete with courtesy light,
accommodates two full-face helmets with ample room
for more items.

The Downtown 350i is fitted with traction control (TCS) as
standard which, in addition to the surety of ABS brakes,
adds a high degree of safety and confidence.

SIMPLY CLEVER
A double glove compartment is at the ready for small,
quick-access items while an easy-reach USB port is readily
accessible to recharge devices while on the move.
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XCITING S 400i ABS
ENGINE CAPACITY 400cc
POWER 26.5 KW @ 7500 rpm
TORQUE 38.4 NM @ 6000 rpm

NG
ITI
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COLOURS

MATTE
DEEP
BLUE

A CLASS OF ITS OWN

DRY WEIGHT 195kg
FRONT WHEEL 120 / 70 – R15

In every aspect KYMCO has pushed the boundaries on the
concept of sports touring. Best in class power with ground
breaking engine development, agile handling with stronger
chassis design, plenty of tech with Noodoe – smart phone
integration, modern edgy design and loaded with all the
luxuries that you would expect from a maxi scooter.

REAR WHEEL 150 / 70 – R14
FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic dual floating disks, 280 mm
REAR BRAKE Hydraulic disc, 240 mm
ABS
NOODOE DASH
FUEL CAPACITY 12.5L
COLOUR Matte Deep Blue
WARRANTY 3 years/unlimited km

A real sports tourer with
‘win my heart’ spirit
Best in class horsepower
- a true 400cc
Dynamic handling and highspeed stability
5 level adjustable windscreen
for ultimate comfort
Modern and contemporary
design
LED lighting
Comfortable two staged seating
Smart Noodoe dashboard
technology

READY TO RACE

Bosch 9.1 ABS

A true 400cc with best-in-class 26.5 kW / 38.4 Nm power
out-put which offers riders seamless performance. It
guarantees not only responsive acceleration for urban traffic
but also instant powerful sprints at high-speed.

Keyless Ignition Control
Electric auto lock glove boxes

DYNAMIC HANDLING &
STABILITY
Enhancements have been made between the engine and
frame to elevated the dynamic manoeuvrability and high
speed stability of the XCITING S 400i to a brand new level.

DOUBLE DECKER
The unique two-stage seat opening design that could be
operated by pushing the left side button of handlebar or
key makes access to the under-seat compartment easier
than ever.
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AK 550 ABS
ENGINE CAPACITY 550.4 cc
POWER 39.3 KW @ 7500 rpm

AK

THE THRILLS OF
TOURING

TORQUE 55.64 NM @ 5500 rpm
DRY WEIGHT 226kg

0
55

For people who demand nothing but the best, celebrating
its 50th anniversary, KYMCO proudly presents AK 550
(“Anniversary KYMCO”), a flagship maxi scooter that makes
no compromise between everyday comfort and sheer
riding pleasure. You can now proudly enjoy the best of both
worlds as the AK 550 is the pioneer of the new scooter
segment “Super Touring”, which provides both comfort and
convenience of a scooter together with attitude
and performance.

FRONT WHEEL 120 / 70 – R15
REAR WHEEL 160 / 60 – R15
FRONT BRAKE Brembo dual floating disks, 270 mm
REAR BRAKE Brembo single disc, 260 mm
ABS
NOODOE DASH
FUEL CAPACITY 15L
COLOURS Matte Brown, Matte Silver
WARRANTY 3 years/unlimited km

Premium sports performance
and design

COLOURS

Comprehensive lightweight
construction
Low centre of gravity
High power to weight ratio
Dual power mode

MATTE
BROWN

Intoxicating dual exhaust sound
Brembo brakes package
Bosch 9.1 ABS
Horizontal rear suspension

MATTE
SILVER

Smart Noodoe dashboard
technology
Keyless ignition control

CONTROL CENTRE

DUAL CYLINDER

LIGHTWEIGHT

This super tourer gets the lot with keyless ignition, Noodoe
dashboard technology, selectable dual power modes,
brembo brakes, lightweight Bosch 9.1 ABS braking system
and the list goes on to top rival models in its class.

AK550’s newly designed 550cc liquid-cooled dual-cylinder
DOHC 8 valve engine is silky smooth and highly responsive.
Its 39.3KW output generates powerful acceleration as well
as impressive top speed - only if you dare.

Every component is engineered with the aim to achieve
maximum strength with minimum weight. Its lightweight
aluminium frame provides the rigidity necessary for
spirited riding.
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SCOOTER
LIKE 50 (4T)

LIKE 125

LIKE 200i

LIKE 150 R

SUPER 8 50 (2T)

AGILITY 50 (4T)

AGILITY RS125

AGILITY CARRY 125

AGILITY 16+ 200i

AGILITY CITY 16+ 125i PEOPLE S 150

ENGINE CAPACITY

49cc

125cc

163cc

150cc

49cc

49cc

125cc

125cc

163cc

125cc

150cc

POWER

2.6 KW @ 7500 rpm

6.9 KW @ 7500 rpm

68.5 KW @ 7500 rpm

10 KW @ 8500 rpm

2.9 KW @ 6500 rpm

2.6 KW @ 7500 rpm

6.9 KW @ 7500 rpm

6.9 KW @ 7500 rpm

8.2 KW @ 7500 rpm

6.6 KW @ 8500 rpm

10 KW @ 8500 rpm

Carburettor

Carburettor

EFI

EFI

EFI

FUEL SYSTEM

Carburettor

Carburettor

EFI

EFI

Carburettor

Carburettor

DRY WEIGHT

112 kg

116 kg

120 kg

120 kg

107 kg

92.5 kg

92.5 kg

106 kg

122 kg

131 kg

135 kg

FRONT WHEEL

110 / 70 - R12

120 / 70 - R12

120 / 70 - R12

110 / 70 - R12

100 / 80 - R16

120 x 70 - 12 inch

120 x 70 - 12 inch

120 x 70 - 12 inch

100 x 80 - 16 inch

100 x 80 - 16 inch

100 x 80 - 16 inch

REAR WHEEL

130 / 70 - R12

130 / 70 - R12

130 / 70 - R12

130 / 70 - R12

120 / 80 - R14

130 x 70 - 12 inch

130 x 70 - 12 inch

130 x 70 - 12 inch

120 x 80 - 14 inch

120 x 80 - 14 inch

120 x 80 - 14 inch

FRONT BRAKE

Hydraulic disc, 220 mm

Hydraulic disc, 220 mm

Hydraulic disc, 220 mm

Hydraulic disc, 220 mm

Hydraulic disc, 240 mm

Hydraulic disc, 180 mm

Hydraulic disc, 180 mm

Hydraulic disc, 180 mm

Hydraulic disc, 260 mm

Hydraulic disc, 260 mm CBS

Hydraulic disc, 260 mm ABS

Mechanical drum, 110 mm

Mechanical drum, 110 mm

Hydraulic disc, 240 mm

Hydraulic disc, 240 mm CBS

Hydraulic disc, 240 mm ABS

REAR BRAKE

Mechanical drum, 110 mm

Hydraulic disc, 180 mm

Hydraulic disc, 180 mm

Hydraulic disc, 200 mm

Mechanical drum, 130 mm

Mechanical drum, 110 mm

BRAKING SYSTEM

-

-

-

ABS

-

-

-

-

ABS

CBS

ABS

NOODOE DASH

-

-

-

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

* Optional cargo box available

Yes

Yes

Yes

TOB BOX

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

FUEL CAPACITY

6.5L

7L

7L

6.8L

6L

5L

5L

5L

7L

7L

6.2L

COLOURS

Pearl White, Bright Red

Black, Bright Red, Pearl White

Black, Bright Red, Pearl White

Space Grey, Red, Pearl White

Pearl White

Black, Bright Silver, Ruby Red

Pearl White, Black/Green

Orange, Bright Blue, White, Black

Pearl White, Matte Metallic Silver

Bright Blue, Bright Red

Matte Silver, Deep Blue

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

WARRANTY

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

LAMS
APPROVED

MAXI SCOOTER
DOWNTOWN 350i TCS

XCITING S 400i

AK 550

ENGINE CAPACITY

279cc

321cc

400cc

550.4cc

POWER

17.1 KW @ 8000 rpm

21.2 KW @ 7250 rpm

26.5 KW @ 7500 rpm

39.3 KW @ 7500 rpm

TORQUE

22.5 Nm @ 6500 rpm

30.8Nm @ 5750 rpm

38.4Nm @ 6000 rpm

55.64Nm @ 5500 rpm

DRY WEIGHT

177 kg

189 kg

195 kg

226 kg

FRONT WHEEL

110 x 70 - R16

120 x 80 - R14

120 x 70 - R15

120 x 70 - R15

REAR WHEEL

140 x 70 - R14

150 x 70 - R13

150 x 70 - R14

160 x 60 - R15

FRONT BRAKE

Hydraulic disc, 300mm

Hydraulic disc, 260mm

Hydraulic dual floating discs, 280 mm

Brembo dual floating discs, 270 mm

REAR BRAKE

Hydraulic disc, 240mm

Hydraulic disc, 240mm

Hydraulic disc, 240 mm

Brembo single disc, 260 mm

BRAKING SYSTEM

ABS

ABS

ABS

ABS

TRACTION CONTROL

-

Yes

-

-

NOODOE DASH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FUEL CAPACITY

12.5L

12.5L

12.5L

15L

COLOURS

Matte Silver, Dark Blue

Matte Silver, Matte Grey

Matte Deep Blue

Matte Brown, Matte Silver

WARRANTY

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

3 year factory program*

NS
TIO
CA
IFI
EC
SP

AGILITY 16+ 300i

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

*KYMCO products
are supported by our
3-year factory warranty
program. The program
provides warranty for a
period of two years from the
date of purchase. However, if
you have your vehicle serviced
exclusively at an authorised dealer
and retain an accurate service history,
you may be eligible for a further one
year extension. For more details, contact
your local KYMCO dealer.
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WWW.KYMCO.COM.AU

KYMCO is distributed in Australia by Mojo Motorcycles. While Mojo Motorcycles have tried to make this catalogue as comprehensive and factual as possible, there may be instances where, since the time of printing, information has been updated on
products.Please be advised that the equipment shown or described in this catalogue may have been changed and/or is available at extra cost. Further, Mojo Motorcycles, reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice, in prices, colours,
materials, equipment and models. KYMCO Dealers have access to current vehicle information and should be consulted with before making decisions on your new KYMCO vehicle. Warranties offered for KYMCO products are subject to the conditions set
out in all vehicle handbooks and supplement handbooks. Details are also available from KYMCO upon request. Always wear an approved helmet, eye protection, long sleeved shirt, long trousers, gloves and boots while riding.

